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On this website, you can find the complete menu of Sam's Kitchen from La Costa. Currently, there are 15
courses and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant
directly. You can also contact them through their website. What Shaun Harrison likes about Sam's Kitchen:

The food was absolutely fantastic. The Birria tacos were delicious, with fresh corn tortillas and very savory beef.
Also got the pulled pork burrito, which I had as leftovers the next day, still exquisite. The cabbage mixed with the

pulled pork was divine, tho I recommend not saving this one for later since the cabbage isn’t intended to be
microwaved. Spot is clean and tidy, nothing fancy, just excellent food. read more. When the weather conditions is

nice you can also have something outside. What Shane C doesn't like about Sam's Kitchen:
Saw a bunch of good reviews so gave it a try. I think place has a bit of inflated score because of the extremely

friendly service.I tried the Carls-good burrito and it was just carls-okay. I thought the tri-tip would be an awesome
addition but to me, it didnt translate well into a burrito. The tri-tip.. (an awesome cut i love), seems like was

cooked whole, then sliced into small pieces and placed into the burrito. Be... read more. Look forward to the
diverse, fine Mexican cuisine, traditionally prepared with corn, beans and chilies (hot peppers), This restaurant

offers a catering service that allows guests to enjoy the dishes on-site or at the festival.
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Egg� & Pancake�
OMELETTE

Sid� dishe�
RICE

Sauce�
SALSA SAUCE

M�ica�
TACOS

Mai�
PULLED PORK

Breakfas� Comb�
BREAKFAST BURRITO

Ad� - On�
SOUR CREAM

M�ica� dishe�
BURRITO

TACO

Ingredient� Use�
CORN

BEEF

PORK MEAT

BEANS

MEAT

POTATOES
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